Abstract. In this paper we prove that if 0 < p < 1, Dc RN is bounded, and X > 0 , then every element of the w-limit set of weak solutions of
is a weak stationary solution of this problem. A consequence of this is that if D is a ball, X is sufficiently small, and uq is a radial, then the set {{x, t)\u = 0} is a bounded subset of D x [0, oo).
We consider the problem ut = Am -Xu~pXu>o > x £ D, t > 0; u= 1, x £dD, t>0; u(-,0) = u0>0, x£D, with X > 0, 0 < P < I. We assume that D is a bounded domain in R^ and that wo and dD are of class C2+Q, u0 -1 on dD. This problem can be considered as a limiting case of models in chemical catalyst kinetics (Langmuir-Hinshelwood model) or of models in enzyme kinetics;
see [A, D] .
It is known that there are initial functions «o for which the corresponding solutions reach zero (quench) in finite time; see [L] . Let a£ D and 0 < F < oo be such that u > 0 in D x [0, T) and u(a, T) -0. Under some additional assumptions on uo and D, all terms in the equation blow up as t -> T (for blow up of ut see, e.g., [DL] ; for blow up of Au see [FK] ). This means that the solution ceases to exist in the classical sense as t -> T. On the other hand, it was shown in [Ph] (see also [BB] ) that weak solutions exist globally. They can be obtained as limits of solutions of regularized problems, they are continuous, and the gradient (with respect to x) is continuous (see [Ph] ). Uniqueness of the weak solutions is an open question. By a solution we mean the (unique) maximal weak solution obtained via regularization.
In this paper we are interested in the behavior of solutions as t -* oo. It follows from [Ph, Lemma 5 ] that every orbit is relatively compact in C (D) . In other words, the w-limit set co(u0) := {v £ WX-2(D) n C(D): there is a {t"}, t" -*• oo, such that u(-, t" ; Mo) -» v uniformly as n -> 00} is nonempty. We show that co(uo) consists of (weak) stationary solutions. For a description of the set of stationary solutions see, e.g., [JL, BN] ; for the stability properties see [L] in the case N = 1 and [FHQ] in the case N > 1, D a ball.
One consequence of our result is the eventual positivity of any solution if D is a ball and X is small enough. More precisely, forany radially symmetric Mo there is a t(mo) > 0 such that u(x, t; uo) > 0 on D x (x(uo), 00). Hence, the frozen zone (dead core, quenching set) u = 0, where no reaction takes place, disappears. This follows from the fact that there is a unique positive stationary solution if D is a ball and X is small enough.
On the other hand, if D is a ball and X is large enough, then all solutions converge (in the sup-norm) to the unique (nonclassical) stationary solution with a zero set of positive measure.
This shows that the conjecture from [L, §5] is true for large intervals and false for small intervals.
The notation /(") = U-»Xu>0 , fe(u) = e u/j+] will be used throughout the paper. (D x (0, T) ). Since ue -► u pointwise as e -» 0, the weak limit of uct is ut, which yields /0 fD(ut)2 dxdt < J(uo) for F>0,and (l) follows.
Now we can finish the proof of the lemma using an idea from [LP] :
/ \u(x, tn + s) -u(x, t")\2 dx < / / (ut)2dxdt; Jd Jd Jt" hence, l|f/n-M(-,r")|||2(Dx(0>1))<| j'(utfdxdt.
According to (1), the right-hand side goes to zero as n -► oc . D Proof. We use some ideas from [Ph, LP] . Let {t"} be a sequence such that U" -> v in L2 (D x (0, 1) ) and pointwise in D x (0, 1). Let tp £ C°°(R) be such that This implies that j j J Xh/2<u"<2h\VUn\2gdxdt<c2J J(U-l> + c3)Xh/2<un<2hgdxdt.
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As n -> oo , the right-hand side approaches c2 \ \ (v~p + c3)Xh/2<v<2hg dx dt, Jo Jd and by Lemma 2 this converges to zero as h -» 0. □ Corollary. If D is a ball, X is sufficiently small, and Mo is radial, then there is a to > 0 such that u(x, t; Mo) > 0 for x £ D, t > to. Proof. If D is a ball and X is sufficiently small, it is known that in the class of radial functions there is a unique weak stationary solution v , which is positive and hence classical [JL, BN] . The theorem implies then that u must become positive in finite time, because it converges to v uniformly as t -> oo. □
